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ABSTRACT

In this work, we propose a neural network for boundary-aware face
alignment. The proposed network is composed of two stages with the
first one estimating boundary heatmaps and the second one predicting
landmark positions. We build the first stage by enhancing a baseline
HourglassNet. Major enhancements include the addition of a CoordConv
layer and addition of shallow and deep feature fusion (SDFusion) blocks.
For the second stage, we design a subnet that firstly fuses information
of the original image, a latent feature from the first stage and the
boundary heatmap generated by the first stage, and secondly uses a
Transformer to map the fused feature to the landmark coordinates. As
shown by experiments, the proposed algorithm achieves state-of-the-art
performance on the benchmark datasets.
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1 Introduction

Face alignment, also known as facial landmark detection (FLD), is to auto-
matically localize a pre-defined set of semantic feature points in a face image.
Accurate face alignment is key to a variety of face applications including face
recognition and verification, face reenactment, face morphing and so forth. As
such, face alignment has attracted intensive research attention with many suc-
cessful algorithms especially deep-learning-based ones published in recent years.

The majority of the deep-learning-based FLD algorithms conduct landmark
coordinate regression or landmark heatmap regression to localize the land-
marks. The former directly predicts the position of each landmark, while the
latter estimates each landmark’s heatmap and localizes the landmark at the
highest-response point. Nevertheless, with these algorithms, the semantic and
geometric correlation among the landmarks may not have been fully exploited
to guide the regression. By contrast, boundary heatmap was initially proposed
and used by [19] for FLD. Each boundary in the heatmap connects landmarks
with close semantic and geometric relationships (e.g. an eyebrow boundary
connects all landmarks residing on an eyebrow) and provides an extra-level of
semantic abstraction on the landmarks.

Therefore, we adopt boundary heatmap in our FLD algorithm as well.
Similar to [19], we take a two-stage approach: estimating the boundary heatmap
at the first stage and using it to assist the landmark coordinate prediction at
the second stage. But differently, we make major optimizations to the network
structure. Specifically, major algorithmic contributions of this work include:

• Enhanced HourglassNet for the boundary heatmap regression.
For the boundary heatmap regression in the first stage, we introduce
significant enhancements to the baseline HourglassNet including a Co-
ordConv layer and several shallow and deep feature fusion blocks.

• Newly designed subnet for the landmark coordinate regression.
For the landmark coordinate regression in the second stage, we design a
Transformer-based subset. For the input to the Transformer, we design
fine modules to fuse information of the original image, a latent feature
from the first stage and the boundary heatmap generated by the first
stage.

2 Related Works

In recent years, deep learning based methods have achieved great success and
become the mainstream for FLD. They can be divided into two categories -
coordinate regression methods and heatmap regression methods. Due to the
space limit, we review only a few most related ones in the following.
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Coordinate regression methods [4, 13, 19–21, 23–25] learn a direct map-
ping from the input image containing the face to the coordinates of landmarks.
ODN [25] obtains clean feature representations at occluded areas and comple-
ments semantic features with facial geometric features. GReg+LRefNets [13]
combines global regression and local refinement and shares low level features
between them. LAB [19] firstly estimates a boundary heatmap which is then
used to guide the prediction of landmark coordinates. Wing Loss ([4]) designs
a new loss function for landmark prediction. SLPT [20] proposes a sparse
local patch transformer to learn landmarks inherent relation for robust face
alignment. AnchorFace [21] configures a set of anchor templates for different
poses of faces and refines the templates with a network. SRN [23] reduces
the semantic ambiguity caused by occlusion with the capture of structural
relationships between different facial components. GlomFace [24] solves the
problem of occlusion by modelling the facial hierarchies of various occlusions.
ResNet [6] is usually used as a backbone for these methods.

Heatmap regression methods [2, 8, 9, 15–17, 22] estimate the heatmap
of each landmark and predict the landmark to be at the point with the highest
response or proximity value. AWing [17] improves Wing loss so that it is not
only microscopic near zero, but also more friendly to small errors. HIH [9]
uses two types of heatmaps in collaboration to address the negative impact
of quantization. HRNetV2 [16] predicts heatmaps by combining the outputs
of HRNet. SAAT [22] generates adversarial images by conditional GAN for
training a network with two hourglass modules. LUVLi [8] proposes a method
to predict landmark visibility and algorithm confidence for each landmark.
MMDN [15] enhances the robustness of detection results by exploring the
high-order feature correlations. SAAT [22] improves facial landmark detection
as a defence against sample-adaptive black-box attacks. ACHR [2] proposes a
network architecture that does not require downsampling and is specifically
designed to predict landmarks on very high resolution facial images. Hourglass
networks [10] or UNet [11] are often used as backbones in these methods.
PIPNet [7] makes a joint prediction of landmark heatmaps and offset values.
In general, heatmap regression methods produce more accurate results at the
cost of more computing and memory resources.

Transformer [14] has been recently used for vision tasks for its unique
global feature attention and superior dynamic feature extraction. Examples
include ViT [3] for image classification and DETR [1] for target detection.

3 Proposed Approach

Our proposed neural network consists of two stages, boundary heatmap esti-
mation and landmark coordinate prediction. The structural diagram is shown
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Figure 1: Architectural overview of our proposed boundary-aware face alignment model.
The first row of the structural diagram shows the boundary heatmap estimation subnet
while the second row shows the landmark coordinate prediction subnet. The remaining part
shows fine structures of some modules in the neural network. More explanation of the model
is provided in Section 3.

in Figure 1 where the first (resp. second) row corresponds to the first (resp.
second) stage.

Specifically, let IW×H×C be an input image, where W , H, C are the width,
height and channels of image I. Then facial landmark detection problem of our
model can be defined as such function Φ : I → (B,P ). That means, from the
input image I, we predict a boundary heatmap sequence B = {b1, b2, . . . , bK}
and a landmark matrix P = XN×2, where b, K and N denote the predicted
heatmap, the number of hourglass module from the first stage and the number
of facial landmarks from the second stage, respectively. In addition, the first
stage will transport the input image I, the predicted boundary heatmap bK
and the input of the last hourglass module to the second stage network.

3.1 Boundary Heatmap Estimation

Attention mechanisms [14, 18] and coarse-to-fine frameworks [5] are effective
techniques applied in many computer vision tasks. Inspired by attention mech-
anisms and coarse-to-fine frameworks, the Boundary Heatmap Estimation
subnet aims to focus on boundary region information for more accurate predic-
tion of boundary heatmaps, and to appropriately use the predicted heatmaps
as an explicit guidance to enhance the feature map. As the Hourglass network
has shown superior performance in LAB, we also use Hourglass modules to
construct our coarse-to-fine subnet but make significant improvements to the
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baseline Hourglass network. The improvements are motivated by our pursuit
for robustness against translation of faces and shifting of features and full
utilization of features from multiple stages and multiple scales.

As shown in Figure 1, the layers before the first hourglass module is similar
to those in the baseline model, but we replace the pooling layer by blur pool
and add a CoordConv layer afterwards. Every two adjacent hourglass modules
are connected by an SDFusion module, which generates an attention map to
enhance the features obtained by fusing the outputs F1 and F2 of the shallow
CoordConv layer and the pyramid pooling module (PPM) module, respectively.
The fusion is performed using two 1×1 convolutions and a residual module.
Each SDFusion module predicts the boundary heatmap, which is not only used
for intermediate supervision but also for generating the attention map. In
contrast to the baseline model, which uses a simple 1×1 convolution to extract
features from the predicted boundary heatmap and then fuses them with other
features for the next module, the SDFusion module can focus the network on
boundary features and provide features with more boundary information for
the input of the next module.

In summary, we propose to enhance the baseline HourglassNet in several
aspects, as shown in Figure 1. First, we use blur pooling in place of max
pooling in an early stage to introduce shift-invariance. Second, we introduce a
CoordConv layer that processes translation better than a plain convolution
layer. Third, we design and add SDFusion blocks to effectively fuse shallow
and deep features. Specifically, each SDFusion block fuses the feature from
the shallower CoordConv layer and the feature from a deeper hourglass block.
It is worthwhile to point out that, in order to capture multi-scale context
information, PPM is used in SDFusion.

During training, the network is supervised by ground truth heatmaps. As
for how to produce ground truth heatmaps, we use the method provided by
LAB [19]. In addition, we use 13 boundaries. In order to better display the
results, the boundary heatmap results we show in Figure 2 are processed, that
is, we draw all the boundaries on one map.

3.2 Landmark Coordinate Prediction

As Transformer has achieved great success in solving a variety of vision tasks,
we use it as the core of our landmark coordinate regressor, as shown by the
second row of the structural diagram in Figure 1.

As can be seen in Figure 1, prior to the Transformer, we design network
blocks to effectively fuse information of the original image I, a latent feature
F from the first stage and the boundary heatmap bK generated by the first
stage. To ensure that the original image I and the boundary heatmap bK have
the same resolution, downsampling and upsampling are respectively applied
to them. In particular, continuous channel adjustment, resolution reduction
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Figure 2: Results on some test images selected from the 300W and WFLW datasets, including
an inaccurate result placed at the bottom right. For the result of each test image, the red
and green points within the left image represent the ground-truth and predicted landmark
locations, respectively, while the right image is the boundary heatmap estimated by the
proposed method.

and feature extraction are performed while the three inputs are fused with
concatenation, convolution and blur pooling. Then, a self-attention-based
feature re-extraction (SAFeature) module is designed and used.

As shown in Figure 1, the SAFeature module contains four branches. The
top two branches generate the two feature maps P and Q, and use matrix
outer product to obtain two new feature maps PQ and PQT that are then
concatenated. The concatenated feature map is then fused with the outputs
of the other two branches in turn, one by addition and convolution and the
other by addition and residuals. Finally, after dimension adjustment, the fused
feature gets through the Transformer decoder to obtain the final result.

As shown in Figure 1, there are several highlights in our design of the
landmark coordinate prediction subnet. Firstly, blur pooling is used multiple
times in the pipeline to achieve shift-invariance. Secondly, a SAFeature block is
designed and used. The self-attention mechanism used in the SAFeature block
helps capture long-range dependencies in the image. Thirdly, the Transformer
also depends heavily on the self-attention mechanism that helps promote the
accuracy of prediction.

3.3 Loss Function

The total loss includes two terms, Llm and Lbh, corresponding to the landmark
coordinate loss and the boundary heatmap loss, respectively.

We use L2 loss to define each term. Specifically, the loss is defined by

Loss = Llm + βLbh

=
1

Nlm

Nlm∑
i=1

||pi − p̂i||2 +
β

Nbh

Nbh∑
i=1

ωi||Hi − Ĥi||2 (1)
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where, Nlm denotes the number of facial landmarks, pi and p̂i denote the
predicted coordinates and the ground truth, respectively, Nbh denotes the
number of predicted boundary heatmaps (equal to the number of hourglass
blocks), Hi and Ĥi are the predicted boundary heatmap and the ground truth,
respectively, ωi is the weight, and β is a hyperparameter to regulate the two
types of losses and set to 0.0001 by default.

4 Experiments

4.1 Implementation Details

Each input image is cropped and resized to 256×256 and each boundary
heatmap has a size of 64×64. Data enhancement is performed on the training
data by random translation(±10%), rotation(±30◦), horizontal flipping(50%),
illumination(±20%), blurring(10%) and occlusion. For the training, we use
an Adam optimizer with the initial learning rate set to 1×10−4 and β1 and
β2 set to 0.5 and 0.9, respectively. On one GPU (NVIDIA 3090 24GB), the
network is trained for 150 epochs, and the learning rate is reduced to 1/10 of
the previous value for twice at the 90th and the 120th epochs. The batch size
is 16 and, in the loss function, the weights ωi=1,2,3,4 are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and
1.0, respectively.

4.2 Metics and Datasets

Evaluation Metrics. We applied the commonly used evaluation metrics,
Normalized Mean Error (NME), Failure Rate (FR) and Area under the Curve
(AUC), to compare the proposed method with some state-of-the-art methods.
NME is defined as:

NME(P, P̂) =
1

N

Nlm∑
i=1

||pi − p̂i||2

d
× 100 (2)

where, P and P̂ denote the predicted and annotated coordinates of landmarks,
respectively, pi and p̂i indicate the coordinate of the i-th landmark in P and
P̂ , respectively, N is the number of the facial landmarks, and d is the reference
distance to normalize the error. Here, we use the distance between outer eye
corners (inter-ocular) as the reference distance. FR represents the percentage
of the failed images whose NMEs are higher than a certain threshold in the
test set. AUC can be calculated based on Cumulative Error Distribution
(CED) curve. A larger AUC means that more images are well estimated.

General Datasets. Experiments were conducted on two general datasets,
300W [12] and WFLW [19].
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Table 1: Comparing with state-of-the-art methods on 300W. Key: [Best, Second Best].

Method Common Challenging Full

ACHR 2.83 7.04 4.23
SRN 3.08 5.86 3.64

SRN+HG 3.03 5.38 3.49
LAB 2.98 5.19 3.49

LUVLi 2.76 5.16 3.23
HRNetV2 2.87 5.15 3.32

NME(%) ↓ AnchorFace 3.12 6.19 3.72
HIHC 2.95 5.04 3.36
HIHT 2.93 5.00 3.33
SAAT 2.87 5.03 3.29
PIPNet 2.78 4.89 3.19
SLPT 2.75 4.90 3.17

GlomFace* 2.72 4.79 3.13
AWing 2.72 4.52 3.07

Ours 2.71 4.70 3.10

300W dataset contains 3148 images for training and 689 images for testing.
Following the widely used evaluation setting, the test sets usually consist of
the common set (554 images), the challenging set (135 images) and the full
set (the total 689 images). Each image in 300W is annotated with 68 facial
landmarks.

WFLW dataset contains 7500 images for training and 2500 images for
testing with 98 landmarks and rich attribute labels. It also has six different
test subsets with attribute labels, such as occlusion, make-up and illumination.

4.3 Comparison of Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows some results on some test images selected from the 300W and
WFLW datasets and Figure 3 also provides more actual results of generated
boundary heatmaps from six subtests of the WFLW test. For the result of each
test image, the ground-truth and predicted landmark locations are marked
with red and green colors in the left image, respectively; while the right image
is the boundary heatmap estimated by the proposed method. From these
examples, we see that our proposed model adapts well to various challenging
situations. The predictions are close to the ground truth for most cases shown
here except for the last one at the bottom right. Since the test image at the
bottom right contains complex information like large pose and severe occlusion,
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Figure 3: Image samples from six subsets of WFLW test imposed with landmarks and
generated boundary heatmaps. Each row comes from different subset.

the boundary heatmap estimated by our method is not that correct, which
further affects the accuracy of the predicted landmark locations.

Evaluation on 300W. We compared the proposed method with several
state-of-the-art methods on the three test sets, i.e., the common, challenging
and full sets. The results are shown in Table 1. The best and second best
results are highlighted in red and blue, respectively. Our method performed
the best on the common set and relatively well on the full set. Due to the
limited number of images for training, our method performed slightly worse
than the Awing method [17] on the challenging set.

Evaluation on WFLW. We compared different methods on the test set
and several subsets including large pose, expression, illumination, make-up,
occlusion and blur. The comparison results are shown in Table 2. Though
the NME value of our method is slightly higher than the best value achieved
by SLPT [20] on the whole test set, our method performed much better than
SLPT under the FR metric. Concerning the results on the subsets, our method
performed relatively well and outperformed the other methods on the two
subsets, the occlusion and blur subsets. The results demonstrate that our
method is effective for face alignment.

4.4 Ablation Study

Evaluation on SDFusion and SAFeature Modules. In order to evaluate
the importance of the proposed SDFusion and SAFeature modules to the
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Table 3: Ablation experiments for SDFusion and SAFeature. Key: [Best].

WFLW 300W
w/o SDFusion 4.34 3.25
w/o SAFeature 4.31 3.39
w/ neither 4.42 3.45
w/ both 4.16 3.10

Table 4: Ablation experiments for enhanced HourglassNet. Key: [Best].

WFLW 300W
w/o enhancements 0.955 0.972
w/ enhancements 0.962 0.976

landmark detection results, we conduct experiments on WFLW and 300W
and implement four different models with/without SDFusion or SAFeature.
The evaluation metric we use is NME, and the results are summarized in
Table 3. With one or both of SDFusion and SAFeature removed, the NMEs
increase significantly, which indicates the effectiveness of the SDFusion and
the SAFeature modules.

Evaluation on Enhanced HourglassNet. In order to evaluate the
importance of the proposed enhancements to HourglassNet for boundary
heatmap estimation, we experiment with the baseline HourglassNet without
enhancements and the enhanced HourglassNet on WFLW and 300W. In this
experiment, we adopt the Structural Similarity (SSIM) to measure the quality
of a predicted boundary heatmap. The closer the SSIM value is to 1, the
more identical the predicted boundary heatmap is to the ground truth. The
experimental results are summarized in Table 4. On both datasets, we observe
higher SSIM values with the enhanced HourglassNet, which indicate the
effectiveness of the proposed enhancements to the HourglassNet.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a neural network for boundary-aware face
alignment. It is boundary-aware in that it first estimates a boundary heatmap
and then uses the estimation to guide the prediction of landmark positions.
Correspondingly, the proposed neural network is composed of two stages,
boundary heatmap estimation and landmark coordinate prediction. For the
first stage, a baseline HourglassNet is enhanced by blur pooling, CoordConv,
and shallow and deep feature fusion. For the second stage, we design a
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Transformer-based subnet that firstly fuses information of the original image,
a latent feature from the first stage and the boundary heatmap generated
by the first stage, and secondly uses a Transformer to map the fused feature
to the landmark coordinates. L2 losses of both boundary heatmaps and
landmarks coordinates are considered for the optimization. Experiments show
that the proposed algorithm achieves state-of-the-art performance on the
general datasets of 300W and WFLW.

In the future, we plan to further promote the accuracy of boundary heatmap
prediction, especially for complex cases (e.g., large pose, severe occlusion), as
it plays an essential role in guiding the landmark coordinate regression.
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